Identification of HCV-1b by low-density cDNA microarray-based assay.
A rapid and sensitive microarray assay for the detection of HCV-1b was developed in our laboratory and a cDNA fragment library for HCV-1b cDNA microarray probes was constructed. The full-length cDNAs of HCV-1b were digested with restriction endonuclease Sau3A I and the fragments were cloned with the pMD18-T vectors. Positive clones were isolated and identified by sequencing. The cDNA microarray was prepared by spotting the gene fragment on the surface of an amido-modified glass slide using the robotics system and samples were fluorescent labeled by the restriction display PCR (RD-PCR) technique, In the present study, modified protocols were used for probe selection and hybridization temperature. The detection of a microarray was validated by the hybridization and the sequence analysis. A total of 22 different specific gene fragments of HCV-1b ranging from 250 to 750 bp were isolated and sequenced, and these fragments were further used as probes in the microarray preparation. The diagnostic validity of the microarray method was evaluated after the washing and scanning process. The results of hybridization and sequence data analysis showed a significant specificity and sensitivity in the detection of HCV-1b RNA. The method of preparing microarray probes by construction of cDNA fragments library was effective, rapid, and simple; the optimized microarray was sensitive in the clinical detection of HCV-1b. The RD-PCR technique for the sample labeling was useful for significantly increasing the sensitivity of the assay. The cDNA microarray assay can be widely used in the clinical diagnosis of HCV-1b.